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I would like to begin my talk by expressing heartfelt gratitude to Professor James
Cutsinger for having invited me to this conference and for all his hard work,
meticulous organisation, and gracious hospitality. It is indeed an honour to be
present at a gathering such as this and it is a particular privilege to be able to speak
in the presence of two scholars I consider to be my teachers, Professor Nasr and
Professor Chittick, for whose outstanding contributions to the field of Islamic
spirituality I am so grateful.
When Professor Cutsinger invited me to deliver a paper at this conference, I decided
after some thought to address myself to the Qur’an as a source of inspiration for
interfaith dialogue. I came to this decision not because I am an authority on the
Qur’an; I am at the very beginning of my scholarly engagement with the sacred text.
Rather, I decided on this theme because I felt that the metaphysical and spiritual
dimensions of the Qur’an, as expounded in the Sufi tradition, have so much to offer
those engaged in religious dialogue; those, in particular, who see the different
religions as being so many ‘paths to the heart’.
Little did I realize how urgent it would become for all Muslims to bring to light within
themselves and for others, the spirituality and universality of the Qur’an. The recent
and ongoing tragic events have precipitated a heated debate about the nature of the
religion of Islam, and of course, the basic message of its founding scripture. I have,
accordingly, modified the first part of my paper in order to focus more sharply on the
way in which the Qur’anic discourse, understood spiritually, is an effective antidote to
the poison of religious fanaticism and a powerful force for the spirit of inter-religious
harmony.
I will touch very briefly in this first part of the paper on certain basic themes of Sufignosis or ma‘rifa, that are rooted in the Qur’anic message, and briefly allude to some
of their implications for reaching out to ‘the other’; in the second part of the talk the
aim is to show how a spiritual conception of the essence of Islam opens up a path
leading to the heart of religion as such. Finally, I will present a series of verses from
the Qur’an which uphold this essentialist view of religion and which clearly exclude
what Frithjof Schuon has aptly called ‘religious nationalism’ - that is, the idea that
only one religion is true to the exclusion of all others.
Part I

Unity, Identity and the Self
Sufi metaphysical doctrines can be regarded as so many elaborations upon the
fundamental message of the Qur’an, the principle of tawhid, expressed in the credal
formula: la ilaha illa’llah - no god but God. Whereas theologically the statement is a
relatively straightforward affirmation of the uniqueness of the divinity, and the
negation of other ‘gods’, metaphysically, the formula is read as an affirmation of the
true nature of being - no reality but the one Reality. Thus, ‘theological’ tawhid is
transformed into ‘ontological’ tawhid, the doctrine of the oneness of being,
associated in particular with the school of Ibn ‘Arabi.
Despite appearing to be the concern only of mystics with an otherworldly and
introspective orientation, Sufi metaphysical perspectives on the central Qur’anic
message of tawhid are in fact highly pertinent to the theme of dialogue. In particular,
the implications of tawhid in respect to notions of ‘self’ and ‘other’ can be of
inestimable value in helping to overcome one of the key obstacles to authentic and
fruitful dialogue in today’s multi-religious world.
Binding a Cloth
This obstacle consists in a notion of ‘identity’ or ‘selfhood’ that has become opaque,
congealed, or reified. When the self is regarded as the absolute criterion for
engaging with the other, there arises a suffocating notion of identity which feeds
directly into chauvinism, bigotry and fanaticism - qualities that are expressed by the
Arabic word ta‘assub. In its root meaning, this word graphically conveys the selfindulgence that constitutes the life-blood of all forms of
fanaticism: ta‘assaba primarily signifies binding a cloth around one’s head.
One becomes literally self-enwrapped, each fold of the cloth compounding the initial
preoccupation with one’s own congealed frame of identity; one becomes imprisoned
within a mental ‘fabric’ woven by one’s own prejudices; as the head swells, the mind
narrows. Needless to say, this has nothing to do with the positive symbolism of that
most dignified form of headdress, the turban.
If the ‘I’ be identified in a quasi-absolute manner with the ego, the family, the nation
or even the religion to which one belongs, then the ‘other’ - at whatever level - will
likewise be given a quasi-absolute character. It is precisely such exclusivist notions

of ‘self’ and ‘other’ that contribute to the dynamics of suspicion and fear, fanaticism
and conflict.
The Metaphysics of Oneness
The metaphysics, or science of oneness, on the other hand, does not so much
abolish as attenuate, not equalize but situate, all limited conceptions of identity. It
serves to relativise every conceivable notion of identity in the face of the Absolute; in
other words, it ensures that no determinate, formal conception of ‘self’ be
absolutised, or ‘worshipped’, however unconsciously, as ‘idol’. The metaphysics of
integral tawhid can be regarded as the most complete and effective antidote to
fanaticism in so far as it undermines this idolatry of selfhood, a type of idolatry tersely
summed up in the Qur’anic question: “Hast thou seen him who maketh his desire his
god?” (25:43; almost identical at 45:23).
In the Qur’an, God says to Moses at the theophany of the burning bush, “Inni
ana’llah”. The following extremely important comment is made on this by Ja‘far alSadiq, 6th Shi‘i imam, regarded also in the Sufi tradition as one of the ‘poles’ (aqtab)
or supreme authorities of the early generations. This comment comes in a tafsir that
was to have a profound influence on the later unfolding of Sufi doctrine.
The I-ness of God
’It is not proper for anyone but God to speak of himself by using these words inni
ana, ‘I am I’. I [that is Moses, according to al-Sadiq’s commentary] was seized by a
stupor and annihilation (fana’) took place. I said then: ‘You! You are He who is and
who will be eternally, and Moses has no place with You nor the audacity to speak,
unless You let him subsist by your subsistence (baqa’)’.”
Another important early expositor of Sufi doctrine, al-Kharraz, defines ma‘rifa, or
gnosis, in relation to this principle of the one-and-only ‘I-ness’ of God: “Only God has
the right to say ‘I’. For whoever says ‘I’ will not reach the level of gnosis.”
The Ephemeral
It might however be objected here that such sublime metaphysical ideals and the
spiritual states they call forth can only be the concern of a small number of mystics,
and highly accomplished ones, at that. Can ordinary people concerned with dialogue
and coexistence in the modern world, really benefit from such perspectives? We

would readily answer in the affirmative. For not only do the principles in question even on the discursive plane - help dissolve the fixations on selfhood that give rise to
pride and arrogance, on the individual and collective levels, but also, more directly,
the key Qur’anic verses from which these principles and perspectives flow can bring
about, in the heart of the receptive reader, a penetrating sense of the ephemerality of
all things, including, crucially, the ego and its manifold extensions.
Two of the most important of these verses are the following:
“Everything is perishing except His Face [or essence]” (28:88).
“Everything that is thereon is passing away; and there subsisteth but the
Face of thy Lord, possessor of Glory and Bounty” (55:26-27).
God is Transcendent
It should be noticed here that the words indicating the ephemeral nature of all things
- halik, ‘perishing’, and fan, ‘passing away’ or ‘evanescing’ - are both in the present
tense: it is not that things will come to naught or perish at some later point in time,
they are in fact, here and now, ‘extinguishing’, before our very eyes. That which will
not be is already ‘not’, in a certain sense, and one grasps this not only in the
ineffable moments of mystical experience, but also in the very measure that one
understands the following principle: reality is not subject to finality, cancellation,
extinction, non-being. That which is absolutely real is that which is eternal: it is the
Face of the Lord that, alone, subsists. Conversely, all that which is impermanent is,
by that very fact, unreal in the final analysis.
Grasping Relativity
Reflection on the verses above, then, can heighten the sense of the relativity of all
things - and, pre-eminently, the ego - in the face of the one, sole, exclusive Reality.
Instead of allowing an egocentric conception of selfhood to be superimposed onto
religion and even onto God, such a perspective helps to engender the opposite
tendency: to see the ego itself sub-species aeternitatis, from the aspect of eternity.
What results is a more concrete apprehension of the essential limitations of the self:
the contours that delimit and define the ego are more vividly perceived against an
infinite background.

Thus, what is in question here is not so much a vaguely mystical notion of universal
illusion but a concrete, realistic and effective sense of spiritual proportions. The
limitations -existentially - and the pretensions - psychologically - of the ego are
revealed and a consciously theocentric focus replaces the all too often
unconsciously egocentric one: nothing is absolute but the Absolute. Herein lies the
first major lesson given by Sufi gnosis to those engaged in dialogue; a negative
lesson, that is, the negation of egocentricity, one of the primary motors of fanaticism.
God is Immanent
As for the second lesson, this is the positivity which flows from the complementary
aspect of gnosis, the subsistence or baqa’ that comes after fana’. This is related to
the theme of immanence. Indeed, the verses quoted above do not only assert the
exclusive reality of God; they also contain a subtle allusion to the divine inclusivity.
The Face of God which alone subsists is not only the transcendent, divine essence,
in relation to which all things are nothing; it is also the immanent presence which
pervades and encompasses all things, constituting in fact their true being. One
should take careful note of the following six verses which refer to this
complementary, inclusive dimension of the divine reality.
“And unto God belong the East and the West; and wherever ye turn, there is the
Face of God” (12:115).
“He is with you, wherever ye be” (57:4).
“We are nearer to him [man] than the jugular vein” (50:16).
“Know that God cometh in between a man and his own heart” (8:24).
“Is He not encompassing all things?” (41:54).
“He is the First and the Last, and the Outward and the Inward” (57:2).
Each of these verses contains the seeds of the most profound spiritual doctrines;
and each has given rise to the most fecund meditation upon that most mysterious of
all realities, the immanence of the Absolute in all that exists; of all that which is, from
another point of view “other than God”.
God Knows Himself

Before considering the question of divine immanence in relation to dialogue, it is
worth dwelling briefly on the function of relativity, or ‘otherness’ in relation to God,
since this also has its significance for dialogue. This ‘otherness’ is described by Ibn
‘Arabi as the locus where God reveals Himself to Himself, “for the seeing of a thing
itself by itself, is not the same as its seeing itself in another, as it were in a mirror.”
The function, then, of an apparent ‘other’, at the level of divine self-disclosure, is to
make possible a particular mode of self-knowledge. One recalls here the holy
utterance, or hadith qudsi, so fundamental to Sufi spirituality: “I was a hidden
treasure, and I loved to be known, so I created the world.” Herein, one might venture
to say, lies the ultimate metaphysical archetype of all ‘dialogue’. What we have here
is a kind of ‘dialogue’ or communication between different aspects of the Absolute, a
dialogue mediated by relativity.
The Necessity of Human Diversity
Now, if the creation of the world springs from a divine love for a distinct mode of selfknowledge, the Qur’an indicates that the differentiation, within mankind, in respect of
gender, tribe and race, also serves a mode of knowledge:

“O mankind, truly We have created you male and female, and have made you
nations and tribes that ye may know one another. Truly the most noble of you,
in the sight of God, is the most Godfearing” (49:13).

Distinction and difference are here affirmed as divinely willed, and as means by
which knowledge is attained. One should note that the word for knowing one
another, ta‘arafu, and that for being ‘known’ in the holy utterance, u‘raf, are derived
from the same root, ‘arafa, and is tied to the meaning of spiritual knowledge or
gnosis, the essence of which is expressed in the famous hadith, ‘Whoso knows
himself knows his Lord’. Thus, knowledge of self, knowledge of the other and
knowledge of God are all interwoven, and should be seen as complementary and
mutually reinforcing, each element having a role to play in the attainment of spiritual
knowledge or ma’rifa.
The Imperative of Dialogue

The verse cited above is often given as a proof-text for upholding the necessity of
dialogue, establishing the principle of peaceful coexistence, and indicating the divine
ordainment of human diversity. Now while it does indeed support such principles, the
import of the verse is deepened, its message is made more compelling and its scope
more far-reaching, in so far as it is consciously related to the metaphysical principle
of self-knowledge through divine self-disclosure. Thus, dialogue here-below - a
dialogue rooted in the sincere desire for greater knowledge and understanding both
of ‘the other’ and of oneself - can be seen as a reflection of, and participation in, the
very process by which God knows Himself in distinctive, differentiated mode; that is,
not in respect of His unique, eternal essence, but in respect of the manifestation of
the ‘treasure’ comprised or ‘hidden’ within that essence.
There is nothing in creation that does not obey this ontological imperative of “making
known” the divine treasure. The Qur’an refers repeatedly to this universal law, doing
so in terms of praise and glorification:

“The seven heavens and the earth and all that is therein praise Him, and there
is not a thing but hymneth His praise, but ye understand not their praise”
(17:44).

“Hast thou not seen that God - He it is Whom all who are in the heavens and
the earth praise; and the birds in flight: each verily knoweth its prayer and its
form of glorification” (24:41).

True Tawhid
We now return to the theme of divine immanence. The verse cited earlier,
“Everything is perishing except His Face,” refers both to transcendence and to
immanence. This is made clear by al-Ghazali in his famous exegesis of this verse.
The highest gnostics see, according to him, that everything has two faces, one
pertaining to itself, and another pertaining to God; it is this face of God within all
things that is alone real; and it is this divine face that is seen by the gnostics upon
the attainment of fana’. All multiplicity vanishes for them and absolute singularity is
attained. Ghazali says that this is called, in the language of reality, tawhid, truly
making one.

It might be asked here: Is there not a contradiction between the extinction of
phenomenal multiplicity called for by the deepest level of tawhid and the affirmation
of human plurality created by God? One way of transforming this apparent
contradiction into an expression of spiritual profundity is by stressing the principle of
the divine ‘face’ within each thing.
The Face of God
Those Sufis who are extinguished to their own particular ‘face’ - extinguished from
their own non-existence - come alive to the divine face that constitutes their true
reality, the immanence of God’s presence within them, and also within all that exists:
Wherever ye turn there is the Face of God. Now it is precisely that divine aspect, in
all things, and in all other nations and peoples, that can come into focus when this
level of tawhid is grasped aright.
And one does not have to experience the grace of mystical annihilation to
comprehend this principle; as Ghazali said, one can arrive at this principle not
only dhawqan, by way of ‘taste’, or mystical experience, but also ‘irfanan ‘ilmiyyan,
as a mode of cognitive knowledge. If the mystical realization of this principle bestows
a ‘taste’ of tawhid, we might say, following on from Ghazali, that an intellectual
assimilation of the principle bestows a ‘perfume’ of tawhid.
If the ultimate, mystical degree of tawhid is only realized through extinction, the lower
degrees imply at least that ‘perfume’ or prefiguration of mystical extinction which
consists in self-effacement, is humility. Now an intellectual assimilation of this vision
of unity, together with an orientation towards the humility that it demands, is certainly
sufficient to dissolve the egocentric knots that constitute the stuff of ta‘assub, of all
forms of fanaticism.
What results from an apprehension of the deeper implications of tawhid, then, is a
heightened, spiritual discernment: that is, a presentiment both of one’s own
nothingness before the divine reality, and also, of the innate holiness, the divine
‘face’, within the ‘neighbour’. The transcendent, divine reality before which one is
extinguished is known to be mysteriously present within ‘the other’. One observes
here the spiritual underpinning of that crucial relationship, so often stressed in Sufi
ethics, between humility and generosity, between self-effacement and self-giving; the

first being a kind of fana’ in ethical mode, and the second being a moral expression
or concomitant of tawhid.
Spiritual Foundations for Tolerance, Courtesy
Respect for one’s neighbour is thus deepened in the very measure that one is aware
of the divine presence within and beyond both oneself and the neighbour. Herein,
one might say, resides one of the spiritual foundations of adab, or ‘courtesy’,
understanding by this word the profound respect, if not reverence, for the ‘other’ that
constitutes the true substance of all outward, socially conditioned forms of etiquette,
good manners, and propriety towards the neighbour.
One sees, then, that it is not so much ‘religious pluralism’ as ‘metaphysical unity’ that
establishes a deep-rooted and far-reaching tolerance, one that is not so much
formulated as a rule, to be obeyed or broken as one will; rather, what emerges is a
mode of tolerance that is organically related to an awareness of the divine presence
in all things, an apprehension of the inner holiness of all that exists.
Part II
The Universal Meaning of ‘Islam’
In this second part of the talk I would like to begin by stressing one aspect of the
meaning of the word Islam, its literal meaning, that of submission, and to show how,
from a Sufi perspective on the Qur’an, this meaning of religion as such takes
precedence over such and such a religion.
According to one of the most highly regarded translators of the Qur’an, Muhammad
Asad, the word ‘Islam’ itself would have been understood by the hearers of the word
at the time of the revelation of the Qur’an in terms of its universal, and not
communal, meaning. This meaning emerges clearly from many verses containing
the words Muslim and Islam. In the following verse, the principle of universal
submission is equated with the religion of God:
“Seek they other than the religion of God (din Allah), when unto Him
submitteth whosoever is in the heavens and the earth, willingly or
unwillingly? And unto Him they will be returned” (3:83).
The Absolute Religion

The commentator al-Kashani helps to situate with the utmost clarity the nature of this
religion of God. He does so in his esoteric exegesis on two sets of verses. First, in
relation to a verse which declares that the religion bestowed upon the Prophet
Muhammad was the very same religion which was bestowed upon his predecessors:
“He hath ordained for you of religion (min al-din) that which He commended
unto Noah, and that which We reveal to thee [Muhammad], and that which
We commended unto Abraham and Moses and Jesus, saying: ‘Establish the
religion, and be not divided therein...’” (42:13).
Kashani comments:

“He hath ordained for you of the religion, [that is] the absolute religion (al-din
al-mutlaq), which God charged all the prophets to establish, and to be
unanimous, not divided, with regard to it. This is the principle and root of
religion (asl al-din)....This is other than the details of the revealed Laws (duna
furu’ al-shara‘i), by which they [the prophets] differentiate this [root of
religion]; this differentiation occurs in accordance with what is most
beneficial in [the different situations] - such as the prescription of acts of
obedience, worship and social intercourse. As God Most High says, 'For each
We have appointed from you a Law and a Way (5: 48).’”

The difference between the ‘absolute’ or unconditional religion (al-din al-mutlaq) and
the different forms this unique essence may take is then described by al-Kashani in
terms of permanence and immutability. He continues:
“So the right religion (al-din al-qayyim) is tied to that which is immutable (ma
la yataghayyir) within knowledge and action; while the revealed Law (alshari‘a) is tied to that which alters in respect of rules and conditions.”
The nature of this unchanging religion, together with its essential connection with the
primordial nature of man, the fitra, is expounded by al-Kashani in an illuminating
commentary on the following crucial verse:

“So set thy purpose for religion as one with pure devotion - the nature
[framed] of God, according to which He hath created man. There is no
altering God’s creation. That is the right religion (al-din al-qayyim), but most
men know not.” (30:30).

Al-Kashani comments:
“So set thy purpose for the religion of tawhid, and this is the path to the Real
(tariq al-Haqq)...or religion in the absolute sense (al-din mutlaqan). That
which is other than this is not ‘religion’, because of its separation from the
[way which leads to] attainment of the goal. The purpose [or ‘face’, al-wajh,
in the verse being commented on] refers to the existent essence, with all its
concomitants and accidental properties; and its being set for religion, is its
disengagement from all that which is other than the Real, its being upright
in tawhid, and stopping with the Real, without heeding its own soul or others,
so that his way will be the way of God; and his religion and his path will be
the religion and path of God, for he sees nothing but Him in existence.”
Fitra - Primordial Purity

“That is, they cleave to the fitrat Allah, which is the state in accordance with
which the reality of humanity was created - eternal purity and disengagement,
and this is the right religion (al-din al-qayyim) in eternity without beginning
or end, never altering or being differentiated from that original purity, or from
that intrinsic, primordial tawhid.”

The fitra is described as being the result of the ‘most holy effusion’ (al-fayd al-aqdas)
of the divine essence; and nobody who remains faithful to this original nature can
deviate from tawhid, or be veiled from God’s reality by the presence of phenomena.
Al-Kashani cites the hadith, “Every baby is born according to the fitra; its parents
make it a Jew, a Christian or a Magian.” But then he adds this important point: “It is
not that this underlying reality changes in itself, such that its essential state be
altered, for that is impossible. This is the meaning of His words there is no altering
God’s creation. That is the right religion, but most men know not.”
The fitra is conceived here as a fundamental - or ‘constitutional’ - affinity between the
deepest dimension of the human soul and the ultimate realities expressed through
divine revelation; the purest substance within resonates harmoniously with the most
profound truths bestowed from on high.
Moses and al-Khidr - Exoteric and Esoteric Knowledge
Before substantiating this conception of essential religion or religion as such by citing
particular Qur’anic verses, it is important to mention very briefly the Qur’anic
encounter between Moses and the mysterious personage al-Khidr, not mentioned by

name in the Qur’an. Even in its literal aspect, the story alludes to the distinction
between the form of religion and its transcendent essence, between exoteric and
esoteric knowledge. In this encounter certain forms of the law and social convention
are violated by al-Khidr, who receives direct, divine inspiration regarding unseen
realities underlying the situations in which the violations take place.
One of the uses to which Ibn ‘Arabi puts this story reinforces its already esoteric
nature. He relates it to his important and much misunderstood doctrine of the
superiority of sanctity or walaya, over prophecy or nubuwwa. Sanctity is higher
because the knowledge proper to it is universal, whereas prophecy is lower insofar
as the knowledge comprised within it is delimited by a particular message. But it is a
question of principial priority and not personal superiority: sanctity is more universal
than prophecy, but the prophet is always superior to the saint, as the prophet’s
sanctity is the source of the sanctity of the saint. According to Ibn ‘Arabi, then, the
encounter between Moses and al-Khidr is understood microcosmically: al-Khidr
represents a mode of universal consciousness within the very soul of Moses, one
which surpasses his consciousness qua prophet. This is a complex but important
doctrine, that clearly affirms the relativity of the outward law in the face of its inner
universal spirit, and we need to take note of it in this context.
Islam Ecompasses all Revelations
Now, to consider more explicit Qur’anic verses describing this essential religion:

“Say: We believe in God and that which is revealed unto us, and that which is
revealed unto Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the tribes and
that which was given unto Moses and Jesus and the prophets from their Lord.
We make no distinction between any of them, and unto Him we have
submitted.”

Then comes this verse:

“And whoso seeketh a religion other than Islam, it will not be accepted from
him, and he will be a loser in the Hereafter.” (3:84-85).

Now whereas this last sentence is understood, from a theological point of view, as
upholding the exclusive validity of ‘Islam’, defined as the religion revealed to God’s
last Prophet, it can also be seen as confirming the intrinsic validity of all the
revelations brought by all the prophets mentioned in the previous verse. ‘Islam’ thus
encompasses all revelations, which can thus be seen as so many different facets of
essentially one and the same self-disclosure of the divine reality.
The universality of this guidance through revelation is clearly stressed in the
following verses:
“For every community (umma) there is a Messenger.” (10:47).
“Verily We sent Messengers before thee; among them are those about whom We
have told thee, and those about whom We have not told thee.” (40:78).
“And We sent no Messenger before thee but We inspired him [saying]: ‘There is no
God save Me, so worship Me.’” (21:25).
“Naught is said unto thee [Muhammad] but what was said unto the Messengers
before thee.” (41:43).
Diversity of Ways is Divinely Willed
The conception of this ‘essential religion’ or religion as such, far from obliterating
differences between religions, actually presupposes formal religious diversity,
regarding it not so much as a regrettable differentiation but a divinely willed
necessity. The following verses uphold this calibrated conception which recognises
the inner substance of religion inherent in all revealed religions, on the one hand,
and affirms the necessity of abiding by the dictates of one particular religion, on the
other.
“For each We have appointed from you a Law and a Way (shir‘atan wa
minhajan). Had God willed, He could have made you one community.
But that He might try you by that which He hath given you [He hath
made you as you are]. So vie with one another in good works. Unto
God ye will all return, and He will inform you of that wherein ye
differed.” (5:48).

“Unto each community We have given sacred rites (mansakan) which
they are to perform; so let them not dispute with thee about the matter,
but summon them unto thy Lord.” (22:67).

Salvation is Promised to the Faithful
In another important verse, we are given a succinct definition of what constitutes this
inner, essential religion. The verse also stands out as one of the most significant
proof-texts in the Qur’an for upholding the principle that access to salvation is not the
exclusive preserve of Islam qua particular religion:

“Truly those who believe, and those who are Jews, and Christians, and
Sabeans - whoever believeth in God and the Last Day and is virtuous - surely
their reward is with their Lord, and no fear shall come upon them, neither
shall they grieve.” (2:62).

Refuting Religious Exclusivism and Nationalism
The attitude promoted by such an inclusivist definition of salvation is strengthened by
other verses which explicitly criticise religious nationalism. For example:

“And they say: ‘None entereth paradise unless he be a Jew or a Christian.
These are their own desires.’ Say: ‘Bring your proof if ye are truthful.’” “Nay,
but whosoever submitteth his purpose to God and he is virtuous, then his
reward is with his Lord; no fear shall come upon them, and neither shall they
grieve.” (2:111-112).

This verse comes as a concrete rebuttal of unwarranted exclusivism. It does not
contradict the exclusivist claims of the Jews and the Christians with an exclusivism of
its own, that is, with a claim that only ‘Muslims’, in the specific sense, go to paradise.
Access to salvation, far from being further narrowed by reference to the privileged
rights of some other ‘group’, is broadened, and in fact universalised: those who attain
salvation and enter paradise are those who have submitted wholeheartedly to God
and are intrinsically virtuous. Faith allied to virtue: such are the two indispensable
requisites for salvation.

Thus, it is perfectly justified to argue that the verse does not respond ‘in kind’ to the
exclusivism of the People of the Book, but rather, pitches the response on a
completely different level, a supra-theological or metaphysical level, which surpasses
all reified definitions, confessional denominations, communal allegiances and
partisan affiliations.
This supra-confessional conception is further strengthened by the following verses:
“It will not be in accordance with your desires, nor the desires of the
People of the Scripture. He who doth wrong will have the recompense
thereof, and will not find apart from God any protecting friend or
helper.”
“And whoso doeth good works, whether male or female, and is a
believer, such will enter paradise, and will not be wronged the dint of a
date-stone.”
“Who is better in religion than he who submitteth his purpose to God
(aslama wajhahu li’llah), while being virtuous, and following the
religious community of Abraham the upright?...” (4:124-125).
One can read these verses as implying that in so far as the Muslim ‘desires’ that
salvation be restricted to Muslims in the specific, communal sense, he falls into
exactly the same kind of exclusivism of which the Christians and Jews stand
accused. It should be noted that the very same word is used both for the ‘desires’ of
the Jews and the Christians, and the ‘desires’ of the Muslims, amaniyy.
Beware of Restricting God to One’s Own Beliefs
Thus, Ibn ‘Arabi’s well-known warning against restricting God to the form of one’s
own belief is entirely in accordance with the thrust of this Qur’anic discourse:

“Beware of being bound up by a particular creed and rejecting others as
unbelief! Try to make yourself a prime matter for all forms of religious belief.
God is greater and wider than to be confined to one particular creed to the
exclusion of others. For He says, ‘To whichever direction you turn, there is
the face of God.’”

The Doctrine of Abrogation
We can also turn to Ibn ‘Arabi for the most satisfying Sufi response to the traditional
legal notion of the abrogation of other religions by Islam. Professor Chittick in a
recent book on Ibn 'Arabi and the problem of religious diversity brings this important
point to light. In a brilliant dialectical stroke, Ibn 'Arabi transforms the whole doctrine
of abrogation from being a basis for the rejection of other religions into an argument
for the validity of the other religions: for one of the reasons for the pre-eminence of
Islam is precisely the fact that Muslims are enjoined to believe in all previous
messengers and not just in the Prophet of Islam:

“All the revealed religions [shara’I’] are lights. Among these religions, the
revealed religion of Muhammad is like the light of the sun among the lights of
the stars. When the sun appears, the lights of the stars are hidden, and their
lights are included in the light of the sun. Their being hidden is like the
abrogation of the other revealed religions that takes place through
Muhammad’s revealed religion. Nevertheless, they do in fact exist, just as the
existence of the lights of the stars is actualised. This explains why we have
been required in our all-inclusive religion to have faith in the truth of all the
messengers and all the revealed religions. They are not rendered null [batil]
by abrogation - that is the opinion of the ignorant.”

Universal versus Contextual
Finally, one has to address the fact that the Qur’an also contains verses of a
polemical nature. How does one relate to them? To answer as briefly as possible, we
would say that priority should be given to those verses which are of a clearly
principal or universal nature, as opposed to those which are clearly contextual in
nature: contextual in the sense not just of being tied to the particular situations to
which the Qur’an responds, but also contextual in the sense of being clearly situated
on the plane of theological alternativism, or inter-communal conflict - the very plane
that is transcended by the vision that unfolds from the verses we have been looking
at.
Places Where God is Invoked
Secondly, there is no warrant, even with an exclusivist reading of the Qur’an, for any
brand of religious intolerance, and still less, persecution of non-Muslims. Far from it:
in fact the Muslims are enjoined to defend with their own lives if necessary, churches

and synagogues and not just mosques - all being described by the Qur’an as places
“wherein the name of God is invoked much” (22:40). One should also cite in this
connection the historically recorded acts of tolerance manifested by the Prophet
himself - for example, in the treaty of Medina, in which the Jews were given equal
rights with the Muslims; in the treaty signed with the monks of St. Catherine’s
monastery in Sinai; and, especially, in the highly symbolic fact that, in the middle of a
long series of often intense theological debates with the Christian delegation from
Najran, the Prophet invited the Christians to perform their liturgical worship in his
own mosque.
The Universal Scent of the Beloved
One observes here, in fact, a perfect example of how disagreement on the plane of
dogma can co-exist with a deep respect on the superior plane of religious devotion. I
would like to digress here and speak about Rumi a little, for this example of the
prophetic sunna or way is a good background against which one can evaluate the
following important passage in his Discourses. In one part of the book, he clearly
takes to task a Christian, Jarrah, for continuing to believe in certain inherited
Christian dogmas, in particular, the idea that Jesus is God, but this disagreement on
the plane of dogma does not blind Rumi from his majestic vision of the spirit above
all religious forms - a theme that recurs so often in Rumi’s poetry - nor does it
prevent practical discourse and mutual inspiration. In Rumi’s words:
“I was speaking one day amongst a group of people, and a party of nonMuslims was present. In the middle of my address they began to weep and to
register emotion and ecstasy. Someone asked: ‘What do they understand and
what do they know? Only one Muslim in a thousand understands this kind of
talk. What did they understand, that they should weep?’ The Master [i.e. Rumi
himself] answered: ‘It is not necessary that they should understand the form of
the discourse; that which constitutes the root and principle of the discourse,
that they understand. After all, every one acknowledges the Oneness of God,
that He is the Creator and Provider, that He controls everything, that to Him
all things shall return, and that it is He who punishes and forgives. When
anyone hears these words, which are a description and commemoration
(dhikr) of God, a universal commotion and ecstatic passion supervenes, since
out of these words come the scent of their Beloved and their Quest.’”
Spiritual Dialogue Despite Theological Differences
In this passage the notion of creative, spiritual dialogue is given clear definition.
Receptivity to innate spirituality, such as is rooted in the fitra, constitutes the

inalienable substance of the human soul; and this innate spirituality recognises no
confessional boundaries. Rumi is not so much denying the fact that Muslims and
non-Muslims disagree over particular dogmas, as affirming the ever-present validity
of spiritual dialogue, a mode of dialogue which bears fruit despite theological
disagreement.
This is because the receptivity proper to spiritual substance is of infinitely greater
import than the limitations proper to all mental conceptions. This is how one can
understand the following statement, in which both faith and infidelity are transcended
by something more fundamental than the plane on which this dichotomy exists:

“... all men in their inmost hearts love God and seek Him, pray to Him and in
things put their hope in Him, recognising none but Him as omnipotent and
ordering their affairs. Such an apperception is neither infidelity nor faith.
Inwardly it has no name.”

This perspective is reinforced by the following statements from the same work.
Prayer, he says, changes from religion to religion, but “faith does not change in any
religion; its states, its point of orientation and the rest are invariable.”
“... love for the Creator is latent in all the world and in all men, be they Magians,
Jews or Christians....”
Addressing Polemical Verses in the Qur’an
Now, to return to the polemical verses that the Qur’an contains, one has also to
counterbalance them with the Qur’anic order to engage in constructive dialogue, and
to avoid disputation, given the presence of piety and faith in other religious traditions.
This is found, not only implicitly, through spiritually interpreted verses, but also
explicitly, as in the following verses:
“They are not all alike. Of the People of the Scripture there is a staunch
community who recite the revelations of God in the watches of the
night, falling prostrate.”

“They believe in God and the Last Day, and enjoin right conduct and
forbid indecency, and vie with one another in good works. These are of
the righteous.”
“And whatever good they do, they will not be denied it (check other
translations); and God knows the pious.” (3:113-114).
“Thou wilt find the nearest of them [the People of the Scripture] in
affection to those who believe to be those who say: Verily, we are
Christians. That is because there are among them priests and monks,
and they are not proud.” (5:82).
“I believe in whatever scripture God hath revealed, and I am
commanded to be just among you. God is our Lord and your Lord.
Unto us our works and unto you your works; no argument between us
and you. God will bring us together and unto Him is the journeying.”
(42:150).

And finally:

“Call unto the way of thy Lord with wisdom and fair exhortation, and hold
discourse with them in the finest manner.” (XVI: 125).

Now, for those wishing to engage in dialogue with other faiths and their
representatives, the key question devolves upon the way in which one understands
that which is ‘finest’, ahsan. One is urged to use one’s own intelligence, to debate
with the religious ‘other’ in a way that conforms to wisdom, that accords most
harmoniously with the concrete context of one’s own ‘dialogical’ situation.
Emphasising That Which Unites
For Muslims living in the West, at a time when the alternative to dialogue is not just
diatribe but violent clash, the imperative of highlighting that which unites the different
religions, the common spiritual patrimony of mankind, is of the utmost urgency.
There is ample evidence in the Qur’anic text itself, and compelling commentaries on
these verses by those most steeped in the spiritual tradition of Islam, to prove that

the Qur’an not only provides us with a universal vision of religion, and thus with the
means to contemplate all revealed religions as ‘signs’ (ayat) of God; it also opens up
vistas of creative, constructive dialogue between the faithful of all the different
religious communities, despite their divergent belief-systems; it provides us with the
basis for dialogue and mutual enrichment on a more essential plane, that of
immutable values, metaphysical insight, contemplative inspiration and spiritual
realisation.
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